Tuor Networks Inc.
Server Health Check QuickStart Offering

Servers are critical to your business
operations. Want to insure that they are
functioning optimally? We can help!
Overview
Time Allotted
 2 hours per server
Deliverables
 Evaluation of current server
infrastructure against a set of wellknown products, security standards
and best practices
 Proactively identify security flaws,
performance bottlenecks and
imminent issues
 Checks for updates to software,
checking event logs, checking
antivirus software best practices,
checking for certificates, checking
for software and hardware
expirations, performance analysis
and cleanup
 Verification that servers are meeting
best practices and how to plan for
the desired future state (roadmap)
 Review of Microsoft specific services
such as SQL, Exchange, Backup and
Terminal servers
 Checklist of all items reviewed,
deficiencies found and suggested
next steps for ramifications in a
written report

Introductory priced
at $200 CAD per
server

Let Tuor Networks guide your staff and provide a health
check for your server infrastructure.
We will provide a senior consultant that is a Microsoft
infrastructure expert to work with your staff members. We
will examine your server infrastructure, detect any issues
and deficiencies, and provide recommendations.
Health Check
With a senior server infrastructure expert, we will examine your systems without
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any disruption to your network. These health checks are designed to be efficient,
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Written Report
The key to a successful Network Infrastructure Health Check is to be able have a
secure and reliable environment. To this end, Tuor will provide a written report
that will include items reviewed and a list of recommendations, explaining why
and where the concerns are.
Customer Responsibilities
To ensure the success of this high-value, accelerated offering, customer
cooperation will be a key to success. It is expected that the customer will:
 Provide access to all systems
 Provide a dedicated contact for the Tuor consultant to work with

Contact Tuor Networks Inc. (sales@tuor.ca) to schedule
the Server Health Check QuickStart program

